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Are Americans geographic illiterate?
-According to the data UNLV students score higher compared
to people asked on the Strip. Most Americans can find
USA but have a hard time fmding farther locations.
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The purpose of this research is to, or contribute information to,
answer if:
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Is US geographic illiteracy a security threat?
-Again, most Americans can get by without great knowledge
of geographic locations. But the few Americans whose field
relies on geographic accuracy should make sure their
knowledge is accurate.
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• Americans are geographic illiterate?
• Should geography be taught more in school systems in an age of
globalization?

Should geography be taught more in school systems in an age of
globalization?
-Personally, I think it's fme the way we are right now. Unless
your field requires geographic knowledge it's something
most Americans can get through without.

The map used when
asked to find
USA and
Afghanistan. Blue
circle represents
average general area
participants guessed.

